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DEVELOPER 
  
We are looking for a Junior Full-Stack Developer. Are you ready for your next step? 
Become an integral part of Australia’s next billion-dollar success story by collaborating within a team of 
innovators, with a focus on building awesome Crypto Currency trading software. 
With our focus on putting our people first, you will become a major contributing factor to the company’s 
growth and technical milestones. 
 
Your Role: 
Swyftx are in search for a Junior Developer that is passionate about elegant code, design patterns, 
software architecture, development best practices and up to date with new technologies, frameworks 
and other languages. You will be working closely with the founders to keep the company ahead of the 
game.   
 
Day to day tasks will include: 
Bug fixes, writing code (Node and Angular) responsible for millions of dollars in transactions, innovating 
on new features, optimising systems, collaborating with the team and performing peer reviews.  
 
- Transforming business requirements and user feedback into product features that involve 

developing in different languages and technologies in both back and front-end layers 
- Providing complementary skills/expertise to the team and continuously learning from peers and 

seniors   
- Continually performing code reviews and knowledge transfers to other developers 
- Providing, colleagues and customers with technical advice 
 
This is you: 
- 6+ months of full-time experience or excellent demonstration of personal programming projects 
- Experience with NodeJS and a comprehensive understanding of Async programming 
- Working knowledge of Angular, HTML and CSS 
- Initiative, adaptability and a proactive nature 
- Ability to prioritise tasks and manage your own workflow 
- Good analytical skills for solution design, software build and problem resolution 
- A customer focused mindset in all aspects of your work 
 
You will experience first-hand what it means to say “I did that” as you watch your ideas and visions 
become a reality, impacting thousands of people every day. 
 
On Offer: 
Role: Junior Full-Stack Developer 
Salary: $55,000 - $65,000 gross salary + Super (based on experience) 
Location: Milton, Brisbane, QLD - Close to all public transport  
Benefits: 
- Fortnightly pay 
- Learning & Development budget 
- Career growth 
- Online game tournaments 

 
You will be working amongst a team of innovators, industry disruptors and caffeine consumers (duh!). 
The open plan office based in Milton creates a relaxed and supportive environment, that is filled with 



 

Swyftx 

engaging group activities, motivating music, and likeminded people. For more about what’s on offer check 
out https://swyftx.com.au/careers/. 
 
Who are we? 
Swyftx is rapidly building a name for itself as Australia’s most feature rich and best priced digital currency 
exchange. The vision is for Swyftx to be the only place crypto traders and investors alike need to go to get 
anything and everything they need. The company was bootstrapped over 18 months by its two founders 
and has successfully established itself in the Australian market, with goals set on being the largest crypto 
currency trading platform in Australia. Check us out! https://swyftx.com.au/ 
 
Interested? 'Apply Now' or send your resume and cover letter to Natasha from our People and Culture 
Team, at jobs@swyftx.com.au. Got any questions? Natasha can be reached on 0403 458 512. 
 
You will have the rights to legally work in Australia. Background security checks may be conducted on 
potential candidates prior to employment. Sponsorship options are not available for this role.  
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